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Religious Freedom and Liberty Issues in America - 24 

The pillar with which religious freedom and true liberty in America are constructed is that 

of knowledge. An intelligent understanding of the high cost of these basic human rights and 

the constant threats to their continuance is essential. Fundamental changes in both societal 

and governmental attitudes, towards the "First Freedoms" of the United States, should be 

monitored and recognized by the populace and responded to accordingly. Special programs, 

dedicated to this pressing threat and community need, as broadcast during this reporting 

period, are listed below:  . 

 

Issue – What About Religious Freedom and Business? Does Everyone Have 
to Check their Faith at the Door Just Because They Operate a Business? 

Religious freedom makes for good business practice. An atmosphere of honest accommodation for faith 

practices benefits both employer and employee. Host Alan Reinach discusses the issue with Brian Grim, 

President - Religious Freedom and Business Foundation. 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  
"Religious Freedom and Business” 14 minutes - 10-05-2019 & 10-06-2019 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm, & 10-09-2019 

@ 6:30pm.  

-------------------------- 

Issue – Few Are the Instances where Freedom Is Not Balanced by 
Corresponding Responsibility  

How does one have a conversation in a pluralistic society when various “freedoms” can often collide and 

conflict? Alan Reinach discusses the issue with Amira Alhedad Director of Public Affairs and Religious 

Liberty SDA Church in the Southern States 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  

"Liberty in Balance Amidst the Storm” - 14 minutes - 10-12-2019 & 10-13-2019 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm & 10-

16-2019 @ 6:30pm. 

 

-------------------------- 
 

Issue – One of the Hottest Topics Being Discussed Today is Immigration 



Policy! 

How does the Christian relate to immigration realities and the immigrants themselves?  Alan Reinach 

discusses the issue with Prof and Atty. Nicholas P. Miller, of Andrews University. 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  
“Jesus and Immigration” - 14 minutes - 10-19-2019 & 10-20-2019 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm, and 10-23-2019 @ 

6:30pm. 

 

--------------------------  

Additional Issues of Interest and Consequence Follow:  

Issue – The Greatest War That Has Ever Been Fought is Still Going On! 

War and unrest have long troubled the city of Sarajevo in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Events which 

occurred in Sarajevo started World War I and ultimately involved the entire planet. The Bosnian War of 

the 1990s and decades of communism have also scarred the city. One may think that these conflicts are 

long ago and far away, but a far greater trouble shakes the world right now, including the United States—

the greatest war rages. Join Pastor John Bradshaw on location in Sarajevo and learn how you can survive 

this greatest war. 

Program - It is Written  

"The Greatest War" - 28 minutes - 10-06-2019 @ 12:25pm &10-07-2019 @ 6:26am 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – Unforgiveness harms the Grudge-Holder More Than the Object of 

their Anger. How can We Avoid being Hurt Twice by the Same Event? 

Confronted by the devastation of a murderous attack, Pastor Anthony Thompson chose to respond to the 

killing of his wife in an unlikely way. Join Pastor John Bradshaw as he speaks with Pastor Anthony 

Thompson and discusses a powerful and moving story of radical forgiveness. Filmed on location in 

Charleston, South Carolina. 

Program – It is Written 

"Radical Forgiveness" - 28 minutes - 11-03-2019 @ 12:25pm & 11-04-2019 @ 6:26am 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – Are Commercialism and Greed Hardening the Human heart? Can 

You Only BE “Happy” with a Lot More Stuff Under your tree? 

Christmas is a special time of year. But there is a real danger that the true meaning of the Christmas story 



is being crowded out by commercialism and secularism. What does Christmas mean to you? Is it more 

than gifts, food, and Christmas songs? Join John Bradshaw and several guests as they look closely at the 

true meaning of Christmas and how that helps people to avoid falling into the unhappiness of Coveting. 

Program – It is Written 

"What Do You Want For Christmas?" - 28 minutes - 12-22-2019 @ 12:25pm & 12-23-2019 @ 6:26am 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – Earthquakes Have Taken Thousands of Lives and Done Billions of 

Dollars of Damage in the last Decade Alone. Are You and Your Family Really 

Prepared for the Next Big Event? 

Much new and important information has been learned about the geological structure of the earth in the 

last few decades. Modern science has identified tectonic plates and conflict zones where disasters are only 

a few Richter points away! Are the frequency and severity of earthquakes and the often-resultant tsunamis 

really increasing or are things continuing as they always have? While seismic activity has been part of 

nearly all recorded human history only the most naive insist that it is still only business as usual on planet 

earth in our day. HMS Richards Jr. discusses the facts and myths that surround the topic and why it 

matters in 2019!  

Program – Voice of Prophecy 

"Our Trembling Earth" - 13 minutes – A five-part series aired on 10-14-2019, 10-15-2019, 10-16-2019, 10-17-

2019 & 10-18-2019 @ 02:05am, 07:05pm & 5:35pm 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – What Makes Gambling Addiction So Destructive? 

There are diverse types of addiction, but most people think of chemical substances such as alcohol or 

drugs when they hear the word ‘addiction’. It is true that these substances can be highly addictive and can 

cause crippling addictions, but these are not the only things that individuals can become addicted to. In 

fact, addiction can be classed as any pattern of behavior that has negative consequences on the life of the 

individual. And one of the most destructive types of addiction is gambling addiction. So, what makes 

gambling addiction so destructive and so devastating? Host Mike Tucker discussed these issues and more 

with Marc Lefkowitz. Director of Training for the California Council on Compulsive Gambling, and 

compulsive gamblers “Karen” and “Phil”.  

Program – Lifestyle Magazine  

"Gambling" - 22 minutes - 11-24-2019 @ 6:05pm 


